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In the treatise “The Differential Calculus” by Theodore Chaundy (1935) 
(pp. 92-93), substantially the following inequality is introduced: 
C (x - p/q)2 sin(.v - p/~)-l < ~~(4 - l), (1) 
where p and q are positive integers, p < q, q fixed, q 3 2, R real, and where 
if x equals any p/q, the corresponding term is omitted from the summation. 
The summation, designated by & , is taken with respect to p from 1 to 
(q - 1) but includes only those terms, with values of p for which p/q is in 
lowest terms. The argument outlined there immediately establishes the 
modified inequality 
; (.y - p/d2 sin@ - PiV < (I x I + 1J2 (q - 1 ), 
which, incidentally, is all that he needs at that point. However, to establish 
the inequality (1) a different and more involved argument is needed. 
This note then is concerned with the proof of the inequality (1) and the 
related inequality (la) 
Q-1 
,CI Cx - PM2 sin@ - p/q)-’ -=c xyq - 11, 
where in this summation terms for all p from 1 to (q - 1) are included, but 
again if x = p/q the corresponding term is omitted from the summation. 
Clearly the inequalities (1) and (la) hold for x > 9, (4 = 2, 3,...), for we 
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have for the summations, indeed for the absolute value of the summations, 
both in (1) and (1 a), whether x = p/q or not 
/ C (x - p/q)” sin(X - p,‘qy ( < y (.r -p/q)” 
I,=1 
= x2(q - 1) - x(q - 1) + (2q - 1) (q - 1)!‘6q. 
The last two terms combine to give (q - 1) (-.v + l/3 - 1/6q) which is 
negative for x >,&, q an integer a-2. 
Next, for the interval -co < x < +, modify the inequalities to the cor- 
responding expressions, respectively, 
C X* + (p/q - x)* sin&q - x)-l > 0 
O-1 
1 .x* + (p/q - X)* sin(p/q - x)-l > 0. 
p=l 
(24 
(Note that (q - 1) x2 in (1) may be greater than C,, x2 in (2).) 
For q > 3, p/q < +, x # p/q, associate the terms of the summations in 
pairs: 
f(~, p/q) = 2s” + (p/q - X)” sin(p/q - .x)-l 
+ (1 - p/q - x)* sin( 1 - p/q - x)-‘. 
(3) 
When q is an odd number, all the terms appearing in the summation in (2a) 
are given by CFL.“” f(~, p/q). When q is even, all the terms of this summation 
are given by xzz;l f(~, p/q) with, in addition, one unpaired term, f(~, &)/2, 
arising from p = q/2, viz., 
f(x, &)/2 = x2 + (+ - x)* sin($ - x)-l. (4) 
As for the summation in (2), the terms retained in this summation also 
appear only as the associated pairs (3), since p/q and (q - p)/q are either 
both in lowest terms or neither one is. The unpaired term (4), arising when q 
is even, does not appear here since in this case p/q( = p/2p) is not in lowest 
terms. 
If x = p/q, the term for this p, x2 + (p/q - x)” sin(p/q - .x)-l does not 
appear in the summations (2) and (2a), but the other member of the pair, viz., 
g(P/n) = Wd2 + (1 - 2Plq)* W - WW (34 
does enter. Then when x = p/q, we have, instead of the pair f(p/q, p/q), only 
the single term (3a). Further, ifp/q is not in lowest terms, then the summation 
in (2) contains neither the first nlember of the pair nor the second member 
(3a). The remaining terms of the summations, howel-er, appear as the asso- 
ciated pairs, just as described abo\-c. 
For q := 2, the summations both in (1) and (2 a consist of the exceptional ) 
term (4) alone. 
Thus the inequalities (2) and (?a) will be established for the interval 
-m < s < $, on showing that the above expressions, (3), (3a), and (4) 
are all positive for this interval, with 0 <p/q < 4 in (3). 
That g(p/q) in (3a) is positive is immediately evident. For, since x = p/q, 
we must have pjq < g since on this interval s < :, and since p/q is positive, 
we have 1 < (1 - 2pjq)ml < 3. Thus the sine term in g(p/q) is positive and 
so also is g(p,‘q). 
Next consider the exceptional term (4): 
f(x) =f(x, $)I2 = x2 + (8 - x)” sin(& - x)-l 
and show thatf(x) > 0 on the interval --o^J < x < 4. We note first that, for 
the interval -cc < x < 3 - 1 jr, the sine term is positive and the inequality 
f(x) > 0 holds th ere. On the other hand, x2 > (4 - x)* for x > a; so the 
inequality holds for the interval $ < x < +. Computations show that both 
f(& - l/n) and f(B) are positive, so there only remains to consider 
the inequality on the interval Q -- l/r < x < $. For this interval 
r < (+ - x-l < 4 and we have 
f(x) = x2 - (4 - x)* sin[(i - xP1 - 771 
> x” - (+ -- x)2 [(4 - x)-l - z-3 
= (4 - x)’ (1 + ?T) - 2($ - x) + *, 
which is positive for all x. Thus the inequalitpf(x) > 0 holds on the stated 
interval. 
Turning now to the proof of the statement that f(x, p/q), (3), is positive 
for --00 <x < $, 0 <p/q < 3, we note that with 0 <p/q < + and 
-co <x <p/q - IliT, we have 0 < (1 - p/q - x-l < (p/q - x)-’ < n 
and consequently the sine terms in f(x,p/q) are positive. We thus have 
f(x,p/q)>Ofor--co<x<p/q-l/rr,O<p/q<$. 
To establish the inequality f(x, p/q) for the remaining values of x, viz., 
p/q - 117~ 6 x < 6, with 0 < p/q < i, it is convenient to replace the rationals 
p/q by the real number JJ, and to consider the function 
f(X, y) = 2x2 + (y - x)” sin(y - x)-l 
+ (1 - y  - x)* sin(1 - y  - x)-l, y  + x, 
f(X, x) = 2x2 + (1 - 2x)* sin(l - 2x)-l, y  = x. 
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Thus we wish to establish the inequality f(~, y) > 0 in the closed region of 
the (x, y) plane bounded by the lines y = 0, y = $, x = 8, y -- x = l/n. 
This is the region JOLNHJ in Fig. 1, where H, the point of intersection of 
the lines y = $ and y - x = l/r, has the coordinates ((4 - l/n), f) and the 
coordinates of the remaining vertices can be seen from the diagram. We have 
already seen that the inequality holds for the points of this region on the 
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FIGURE 1 
Introduce into the region the line y + s = 1 - l/n. This line passes 
through the point H and intersects the line x = 5 at the point G : (+, 5 - l/a). 
For all points of the region below or on this line, except (0, 0), we have 
f(& y) 2 2.9 - (Y - x2), (“Y Y) f (0, 0). 
On the other hand, 2x2 - (y - N)~ > 0 for the points of our region below 
the line (1 + d/2) x - y = 0, i.e., below OK, where K, the point of inter- 
section of this line with the line GH. has the coordinates 
f = (1 - l/77) (1 - l/Y/Z), y = (1 - l/n)/& 
Thus the inequality f(r, y) > 0 h o Id s in the subregion OLGKO, including 
its boundary points except possibly for the points on the line OK. However, 
a computation show that f(x, y) is positive at K, while at the origin 0, 
f(~, y) = sin 1 > 0. For the remaining points of the segment OK we have 
f(~, y) > 2x2 + 2x2 sin( ~/ZJC)-~ >, 0; so the inequality holds on the segment 
OK also. 
For the remaining points of the segment GH, namely, the points of the 
segment KH, we have 
sin(y - X)-l > sin{(l + &)/(I - l/n)} > -0.4. 
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Thus for these pointsf(~v,y) :Y 2s” -- 0.4(1 - 1:x - 2s)z, which is positive 
for .r > (I - 1,~) (x.3 - 2). S’ mce for the points of KH we have 
1 s ‘- 9 - 1 TT ;:, (1 - I kj (1 5 - 2) 
the inequality holds for these points. 
In a similar manner it is readily seen that the inequality holds for the 
points of the remaining boundary lines of the region OKHJO (Fig. 1); 
OJ:y-Oand JH:y-x=: l,ir. 
On considering the inequality for the subregion HKGNH, we note that 
for all points of the plane we have 
f(X, y) 3 2x2 - (v - x)” - (1 - 3’ - X)’ = k(x, y) 
and we have k(x, y) > 0 for points to the right of the parabola 
k(x,y)=-2y2+2y+2s- 1 =O. 
Thus the inequality J(x, y) > 0 holds for the portion of this subregion 
bounded by the lines y = 8, x = Q, y + .v = 1 - I/r, and the arc AB of the 
parabola, k(.v, y) = 0, where 
(Fig. 1). For the points of the arc -dB, sin(1 -.s--y)-l>sin4>--1; 
hence J(x, y) > k(x, y) = 0 for these points as well. Consequently the 
inequality f(x, y) > 0 holds on the closed subregion GNL4BG. 
TO establish the inequality for the remaining parts of the region, viz., 
the interiors of the subregions HBAH and OKHJO, we need only show that 
no critical point off(“v, y) lies within these subregions sincef(x, y) is positive 
on their boundaries. 
It is convenient to make the change of variable 
u = ( ?’ - X),i\.~‘Z, w = (1 - y - S)/\‘/Z. (5) 
Choose the positive u-axis upward and the positive w-axis to the left (Fig. 2) 
and label points in the (x, y) plane and (u, w) plane which correspond under 
this transformation with the same letters. The function J(x, y) becomes 
g(w, u) = (I/& - u - w)* + 223 sin(l/zl t/Z) + 2w2 sin(l/w V5). 
Seeking the critical points of g(w, u), we get 
ag/aw = -2(1/& - 24 - ~0) + 4w sin(l/w X.6) - 112 cos(l/w \‘Z) = 0, 
w f0, 
3g:‘au = -2( l/v’2 - 24 - w) + 4u sin( l/u v/2) - l/2 cos( l;‘u \Q) = 0, 
24 F 0, 
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FIGURE 2 
24 = l/d - w - 220 sin(l/w 45) + (l/\/z) cos(l/w 1/Z) = h(w), 
(6) 
w = l/X4 - 24 - 2u sin(l/u 4) + (l/&) cos(l/u 24) = h(u). 
The curves corresponding to these two equations are designated, respectively, 
as C, and C, in Fig. 2. 
Consider first the subregion HBAH, which is bounded by the lines u = zo 
and w = l/rr 1/z, and the parabolic arc AB. The point H has the coordinates 
u = w = ljsr &?, the point .4 the coordinates u = w = d2/8, while 
the point B has the coordinates 
w = 1177 \//‘2, 21 = (2 d/8 - 1/7r + l/Tr - 1)/\‘2(>0.12). 
Clearly then the interior of HABH lies within the square 
0.12 <w < 1/7r ti’2, 0.12 < u < l/Tr \‘2, 
while the side HB lies on the line w = l/n d/2. 
A critical point of g(w, u) is found within this square at the simultaneous 
solution of the Eqs. (6), viz., u = w = h(w) with the approximate value 
u = w s 0.186. This critical point, designated by Q, lies within the segment 
HA where, as we have already seen, we have g(w, u) > 0, and where the 
usual test with the second derivatives shows Q to be a minimum point. 
We now verify that Q is the only critical point of g(w, u) within this square 
by showing that the curves C, and C, do not intersect again within the square. 
Divide the region around Q into quadrants, labeled I-IV, by the line u = w 
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and a perpendicular to this lint through Q (Fig. 2). LV e ncmv ShOW that the part 
uf the curve C, , u = = II(W), contained in the square lies entirely. in Quadrants 
II and I\. by showing dzl/dzc : ~-- I for 0. I2 : : x k-1 1 !n \ ‘2. iye have 
du,dzc 2 -1 - ?sin(l w 1 2) -;- (1, 2, Zl>) cog I U’ \ 2) 
(7) 
and 
f  (I :2&) sin( I ;z 1 Z) = --I L 2’ 
d2u/dw2 = dv/dw = -(l/w” +s) cos( ljw &). (8) 
Computation shows z’ < 0 at zc = 0.12 and at w = l/n &!. Since dzljdw < 0 
for 0.12 < 20 < z/Z/37r, dv/dw = 0 at w = d/z/3n and dvjdw > 0 for 
4/z/3= <w < 11 rr y’-i, we conclude ZJ < 0 in the whole interval, which 
verifies the above remark, i.e., du/du! < - I. 
A similar discussion shows that the part of the curve C’, contained in the 
square region lies entirely in Quadrants I and III. Thus Q is the only point of 
intersection of these curves in the square region and we have the result that 
g(w, U) is positive in the closed subregion HABH. 
Finally we turn to the remaining subregion, OKHJO (Fig. 2). It is bounded 
by the lines 
and 
zu $ (1 + v’2)u = Ii,.‘% 
For all the points of this subregion including the boundary, we have 
0 < u < l/iT \,!2 and l/n t’2 < w < (1 + l/i?-)/& < l. 
The u coordinate of the point on the curve C, at zu = l/r 1/Z is negative 
and examination of dujdzu and d2u!dw2, as before, shows that dujdw is negative 
for the interval 1 /rr d/z < w < 1. Thus u remains negative for the interval 
and the curve C, does not enter the subregion. Consequently, the subregion 
contains no critical points of g(w, u) and we conclude g(w, u) is positive there. 
This concludes the discussion for all of the region JOLNHJ and finally 
establishes that f(~, p/q) is positive for -cc, < s < $, 0 < P/Q < +. Thus 
the inequalities (1) and (la) are valid. 
As for a lower bound, we found earlier that --x2(4 - 1) would serve for 
x 3 4. However, this bound clearly fails at x = 0. For a lower bound valid 
for all X, we can use - (1 x 1 + 1)2 (4 - 1). 
